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Abstract—In this paper, we propose dictionary attacks against speaker verification - a novel attack vector that aims to match a large fraction of speaker population by chance. We introduce a generic formulation of the attack that can be used with various speech representations and threat models. The attacker uses adversarial optimization to maximize raw similarity of speaker embeddings between a seed speech sample and a proxy population. The resulting master voice successfully matches a non-trivial fraction of people in an unknown population. Adversarial waveforms obtained with our approach can match on average 69% of females and 38% of males enrolled in the target system at a strict decision threshold calibrated to yield false alarm rate of 1%. By using the attack with a black-box voice cloning system, we obtain master voices that are effective in the most challenging conditions and transferable between speaker encoders. We also show that, combined with multiple attempts, this attack opens even more to serious issues on the security of these systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometric technologies constitute one of the most popular solutions to user authentication. They can offer high reliability and better user experience than classic password-based systems, especially on mobile devices [1]. Among the plethora of available modalities, the most commonly deployed verification systems look at faces [2], fingerprints [3], and speech [4] - all of which can be used in modern smartphones. In this study, we focus on speaker verification, a key component of voice assistants, which represent a rapidly growing human-computer interaction method popularized by smart speakers [5] [6].

Like other biometric modalities, speech remains susceptible to attacks [1] which target both speech recognition (e.g., by crafting hidden voice commands [7]) and speaker verification (e.g., impersonation via spoofing, re-play or voice synthesis/conversion [8] [9]). Speaker impersonation studied to date exclusively focuses on targeted attacks, which make two critical assumptions: (i) there is a specific single victim (i.e., a target identity whose voice the attacker tries to imitate) and (ii) a sample of the victim’s voice is available (or needs to be obtained). While the required sample size varies, and tends to change depending on the attack method and authentication protocol (e.g., text-independent [10] [11] or interactive challenge-response [12] [13]), the principle remains the same.

In this paper, we propose a novel attack vector against speaker verification systems, namely untargeted dictionary attacks. In contrast to targeted attacks, the goal is to match a non-trivial fraction of the user population by pure chance, without any knowledge of the victim’s identity or voice. Such an attack could be leveraged for unlocking a phone found on the street or facilitating mass-scale voice commands to voice assistants in compromised home networks [15]. Our approach can be run through adversarial optimization of diverse speech representations (e.g., waveforms, spectrograms, speaker embeddings), making it adaptable to different verification protocols (e.g., text-dependent or independent). This attack opens up a novel threat against the voice modality.

The feasibility of dictionary attacks has recently been shown for the fingerprint [16] [17] and the face [18] modalities. The inspiration comes from biometric menagerie [19], a well-established principle of numerous biometrics to exhibit large variations of matching propensity across individuals. In particular, the most relevant group for our work is represented by people who tend to match others easily (wolves) and people who are highly susceptible to be matched (lambs). Dictionary attacks aim to exploit this phenomenon to generate master biometric examples that maximize impersonation capability of generated samples. Combined with rapidly improving generative machine-learning models, e.g., generative adversarial networks [20] or variational auto-encoders [21], this attack may soon create the perfect storm for biometric authentication.

Our study makes the first step to formalize and extensively evaluate dictionary attacks against speaker verification systems. The main contributions of our work are listed below.

1) We propose a generic formulation of the attack based on adversarial optimization driven by raw similarity of speaker embeddings. The attack can be applied to various speech representation domains and threat models.
2) We perform a comprehensive evaluation of the attack, comparing three speech representations and several speaker encoders, under white- and black-box settings, showing strong generalization to an unseen speaker population and (in some settings) non-trivial transferability to unseen encoders.
3) We show that speaker verification systems are susceptible to this attack and that the effect varies across genders. In our experiments, an accidental intrinsic bias of speaker encoders made female speakers significantly more vulnerable to the attack.

Compared to our preliminary study [22], we have revised and generalized the attack to enable seamless application to various speech representation domains. We also significantly extended the evaluation to include several speaker encoders and various threat models. The version proposed in this paper leads to significantly better results and can be used in some of the most challenging conditions, e.g., to evolve transferable master voices based on black-box access to a third-party voice cloning system with variable output.
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II. RELATED WORK

A. Speaker Modelling

Speaker recognition involves two main tasks [4]: identification aims to identify the speaker among a set of possible hypotheses; verification aims to confirm the identity of the claimed speaker and operates in an open-set regime based on a gallery of enrolled speech samples. Speaker modeling has recently been dominated by deep neural networks [23] (DNNs) which significantly outperform classic solutions like GMM-UBM [24] or I-Vectors [25]. DNNs are typically pre-trained for the identification task, but are then adapted to open-set verification by discarding the classification head and extracting a compact intermediate representation, referred to as a speaker embedding. The embeddings are then compared between the query and enrolled samples to confirm the speaker’s identity.

Speaker enrollment typically involves the collection of multiple speech samples, whose embeddings need to be combined. Some of the traditional methods (e.g., a successful PLDA model [4]) assume statistical independence which is hard to achieve in practice. As a result, simpler scoring strategies are often preferred, e.g., averaging the embeddings or taking the one with maximum similarity. A recent study [26] showed that the average embedding often leads to superior performance, which makes it a popular choice [27, 28].

Countless model architectures have been proposed for speaker encoding. Some of the most prominent differences involve selection of the input acoustic representation, backbone network design and temporal pooling strategy. While directly using waveforms to learn a representation is possible [29], it is much more common to use a hand-crafted 2D representation (e.g., spectrograms or filterbanks). The latter enables adaptation of successful backbones from computer vision, e.g., VGG [30] or residual networks (ResNet) [31–33]. Dealing with the time dimension can rely on recurrence [34], pooling [33, 35] or specialized architectural designs. As an example, Time Delay Neural Networks (TDNNs) use a 1D convolution structure along the temporal axis and are adopted in the popular X-Vector architecture [36, 37].

Usually, trainable pooling layers achieve better results than simple pooling operators, (e.g., average pooling [33] or statistical pooling [38]). Some of the most successful learned designs include the family of VLAD models. NetVLAD [39] assigns each frame-level descriptor to a cluster and computes residuals to encode the output features. Its variant GhostVLAD [39] improved performance by excluding some of the original NetVLAD clusters from the final concatenation, such that undesirable speech sections are down-weighted.

B. Adversarial Attacks in Speech Processing

Originally introduced in computer vision [20], adversarial attacks refer to genuine samples imperceptibly modified by tiny perturbations to fool classifiers with high chance. In the context of speech, this type of attack can be broadly categorized based on the targeted task, i.e., speech or speaker recognition. In the former, the goal is to embed carefully crafted perturbations to yield automatic transcription of a specific malicious phrase. In [40], the attacker uses inverse feature extraction to generate obfuscated audio played over-the-air, which allows for issuing hidden commands to voice assistants. Later, [41] proposed a white-box attack based on gradient optimization, leading to quasi-perceptible adversarial perturbations, finally improved using psychoacoustic modeling [42]. To avoid repeated optimization hindering real-time use, a recent work by [43] designed an algorithm to find a single universal perturbation, that can be added to any speech waveform to cause an error in transcription with high probability. Finally, [44] showed that adversarial commands can be also hidden in music. They used a surrogate model to create transferable adversarial examples that can achieve this goal.

Attacking speaker verification systems initially relied on spoofing and replay attacks. Susceptibility to adversarial examples has gained attention only recently. The goal is to craft an attack sample from a voice uttered by a seed speaker, so that it is misclassified as a different one (either specific or any), while still being recognized as the seed speaker by human listeners. In a white-box setting, the FGSM attack made it possible to generate adversarial examples with high success rate [9]. [44] constrained the perturbation based on a psychoacoustic masking threshold to obtain imperceptible samples. To obtain robustness against reverberation and noise, [45] proposed a gradient-based optimization that generates robust universal adversarial examples (though the attack was not tested over-the-air). [46] used a gradient estimation algorithm (NES) in a black-box setting. While the study used a small dataset, the attack had a high success rate in a practical setting.

All of the existing attacks (including both spoofed and adversarial samples) are targeted, i.e., they aim to pass authentication as a specific individual. However, biometric systems exhibit large variations in matching propensity across individuals, which can be exploited to open a novel threat vector.

C. Dictionary Attacks in Biometrics

Dictionary attacks use prior knowledge about the expected success rate to triage brute-force authentication attempts. They naturally apply to passwords, but until recently have not been considered for other authentication modalities. In biometrics, such attacks are qualitatively different from spoofing and do not require any knowledge about the victim (e.g., speech samples) [47]. This threat is enabled by large variation in matching propensity across individuals (biometric menagerie [19]) and further exacerbated by the usability-security trade-offs in mass deployments (e.g., partial finger impressions [16]).

The concept of dictionary attacks in biometrics was introduced only recently. The vulnerability was first demonstrated on fingerprints [16] and subsequently extended to faces [18]. Initially, an existing fingerprint with the highest impostor score was selected as a master print [15]. In the next iteration, synthetic master prints were created by first-order hill-climbing, initialized on the most promising real fingerprints from the first approach. However, local search algorithms may get stuck in local minima or take a long time to converge. [17] used diversity-quality evolution to address this issue and a generative adversarial network (GAN) to parametrize the search space. The same approach was successful for faces [18].
So far, dictionary attacks have not been studied for speech. Our preliminary work \cite{22} demonstrated that adversarial optimization of spectrograms in a white-box setting consistently increases impersonation rates in VGGVox \cite{30}. The resulting adversarial samples could match, on average, 20% (10%) of female (male) speakers in an unseen population. In this paper, we generalize our attack and test it against multiple systems and diverse speech representations. We achieved significantly improved impersonation rates and demonstrate non-trivial transferability across speaker encoders.

III. Problem Statement and Attack Methods

In this section, we formally define the problem and provide a generic formulation of the attack.

A. Speaker Verification Pipeline

We consider a standard text-independent speaker verification pipeline where a fixed-length speaker embedding $f \in \mathbb{R}^e$ is extracted from a speech waveform of variable length $w \in [-1,1]^*$ using a speaker encoder ($E$). Verification for a given user $u$ involves comparison of the speaker embedding $f$ extracted from a presented test sample with a set of enrolled embeddings $F_u = \{f_{u,i} : u = u\}$. Without loss of generality, we assume a fixed number of enrolled samples per person ($n$). The number of collected samples and their combination depend on an enrollment & scoring strategy. We discuss each step in detail below. Our notation is shown in Tab. I.

1) Speaker encoder: The speaker encoder $E$ is typically a DNN trained on an acoustic representation $A(w) = A \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times *}$ (e.g., spectrogram or filter banks):

$$\mathbb{R} \ni w \xrightarrow{A} \mathbb{R}^{k \times *} \xrightarrow{E} f \in \mathbb{R}^e$$

The model is typically pre-trained for fully supervised closed-world speaker classification on a large corpus with thousands of speakers. Ultimately, the classification head is discarded and the preceding layer is used as the speaker embedding.

2) Enrollment and scoring strategy: The system collects multiple speech samples of each user and stores the resulting speaker embeddings, i.e., the database is a collection $F = \{f_{u,i}\}$ where $u$ denotes users and $i$ indexes their successive samples (for simplicity, assume a constant number of samples $n$ per user). During verification, the system returns a binary decision indicating whether a test sample matches a claimed identity $u$. The test waveform $w$ is encoded analogously to enrollment, and processed according to a verification rule:

$$v_{\rho,\tau}(w, u|F) := v_{\rho,\tau}(f, F_u) : \mathbb{R}^e \times \mathbb{R}^{n \times e} \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \quad (2)$$

which involves the choice of a scoring strategy $\rho$ and combining multiple embeddings/scores and a threshold $\tau$. We consider two popular policies \cite{25}: (1) any-$n$ scores similarity with each of the enrolled embeddings and takes the maximum one; (2) avg-$n$ scores similarity to the average embedding. Formally:

$$v_{\text{any},\tau}(f, F_u) = \text{any}\{\{f \circ f_{u,i} > \tau : i = 1, \ldots, n\}\} \quad (3)$$

$$v_{\text{avg},\tau}(f, F_u) = f \circ \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^n f_{u,i} > \tau \quad (4)$$

where operator $f_1 \circ f_2 \rightarrow \mathcal{R}$ denotes a similarity function (e.g., cosine similarity or Euclidean distance).

B. Dictionary Attack Formulation

In contrast to classic speaker spoofing, the goal of dictionary attacks is to match a large fraction of an unknown population by pure chance. Formally, the goal of the attacker is to find a master voice sample $w_o$ that maximizes false matching rate within some user population $U$:

$$w_o = \arg\max_w \forall u \in U \mathbb{E}\left[v_{\rho,\tau}(w, u)\right] \quad (6)$$

This formulation assumes only a single presentation attempt and is referred to as a master voice (MV). However, many verification systems allow for several trials, each possibly using a different voice. Hence, we distinguish a maximum coverage master voice sequence (MCMV) $[w_c]$:

$$[w_c] = \arg\max_{(w_1, \ldots, w_n) \in U \times \ldots \times U} \left[v_{\rho,\tau}(w_1, u) \lor \ldots \lor v_{\rho,\tau}(w_n, u)\right]$$

This attack is more powerful, since each subsequent attempt can be optimized to target the remaining speaker embedding subspace. We discuss this aspect in more detail in Section III-F.

C. Attack Implementation

The proposed attack is untargeted. Therefore, while the goal is to maximize the impersonation rate (IR) in any unseen test population $U_i$, a practical implementation may use a proxy optimization population $U_0$. Our implementation uses adversarial optimization driven by mean similarity of speaker embeddings in $U_o$:

$$w_o = \arg\max_w S(w, F^o) \quad (7)$$

$$f = E(A(w)) \quad (8)$$

$$S(w, F^o) = \frac{1}{nm} \sum_{u \in U_o} \sum_{i=1}^n f \circ f_{u,i} \quad (9)$$

where $m$ is the number of speakers and $F^o$ denotes the gallery of speaker embeddings from the optimization population. As we will demonstrate in the experimental section, the attack transfers between different user populations. Due to observed
Fig. 1. The proposed adversarial optimization protocol for finding master voice samples: (1) a seed sample is used to initialize the attack; (2) a speaker embedding is computed and compared with a collection of enrolled embeddings from a proxy optimization population; (3) the gradient of the adopted similarity metric is computed and leveraged to update a chosen speech representation (e.g., waveform, spectrogram, or speaker embedding); depending on the adopted threat model either full gradient (white-box setting) or its approximation (black-box) is used.

distinct characteristics of male and female speech (and the resulting significant differences in their impersonation susceptibility [22]), we focus on attacking a single gender at a time. To avoid unnecessary complexity, we do not reflect this in our notation and simply remark that, unless stated otherwise, we assume and report results for each gender separately.

We show a schematic illustration of the attack in Fig. 1. The process starts with a seed sample \( w_0 \) used for initialization of the attack. Then, the speaker encoder \( E \) extracts the embedding \( f_s \) for the optimized sample and its similarity to pre-computed embeddings from the optimization population is calculated as in (9). The gradient of the similarity score is then used to iteratively update the chosen representation of the speech sample. Let \( t \) denote the current step and \( t \) the total number of steps. The update process has the following general form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{v}^{t+1} &= \mathbf{v}^t + \lambda \nabla_{\mathbf{v}} S(\mathcal{G}(\mathbf{w}_t, \mathbf{v}^t|\theta, F^t)) \\
\mathbf{w}_s &= \mathcal{G}(\mathbf{w}_t, \mathbf{v}^t|\theta)
\end{align*}
\]  

(10)

(11)

where \( \mathcal{G}(\mathbf{w}, \mathbf{v}|\theta) \) defines a speech representation/generation function driven by an adversarial attack vector \( \mathbf{v} \) appropriate for that optimization domain. Our attack is generic and can work with various domains. We experimented with optimization of waveforms, spectrograms, and speaker embeddings (e.g., voice cloning). Each domain has its own peculiarities:

- **Waveform**: this attack aims to find an adversarial perturbation directly in the waveform domain. It starts with a seed sample and has a simple formulation that allows for straightforward inclusion of data augmentation, e.g., via playback simulation (Section III-E):

\[
\mathcal{G}(\mathbf{w}, \mathbf{v}|\theta) = \mathbf{w} + \mathbf{v}
\]  

(12)

- **Spectrogram**: this attack aims to find an adversarial perturbation in the acoustic representation accepted by the speaker encoder as an input. It starts with a seed sample and requires invertibility of the representation to reconstruct the adversarial waveform:

\[
\mathcal{G}(\mathbf{w}, \mathbf{v}|\theta) = \mathbf{A}^{-1}(\mathbf{A}(\mathbf{w}) + \mathbf{v})
\]  

(13)

Practical solutions would short-circuit inversion and feed the distorted acoustic representation to the encoder. Inversion can be performed once at the end. For spectrograms, we used the Griffin-Lim algorithm [48], but some acoustic representations may not be invertible.

- **Speaker embeddings**: this attack finds a voice that maximizes impersonation by optimizing a speaker embedding \( \mathbf{f}' \) used for conditioning a speech generation model \( \mathcal{C} \):

\[
\mathcal{C}(\mathbf{f}', \theta) = \mathbb{R}^{c'} \times \mathbb{T}^s \rightarrow \mathbf{w} \in [-1, 1]^n
\]  

(14)

where \( \mathcal{C}(\mathbf{f}', \theta) \) denotes a voice cloning system able to generate any utterance (with content specified by a string of tokens \( \theta \in \mathbb{T}^s \)) spoken by any speaker (specified by a speaker embedding \( \mathbf{f}' \) returned by a different encoder \( \mathcal{E}' \) [49] [50]. The attack sample generation is:

\[
\mathcal{G}(\mathbf{w}, \mathbf{v}|\theta) = \mathcal{C}(\mathbf{v}, \theta)
\]  

(15)

In our implementation, we used a seed sample to initialize the embedding, i.e., \( \mathbf{v}^0 = \mathcal{E}'(\mathbf{w}_0) \), but one may skip this step and simply sample a random one instead.

Following the same logic, the attack can be defined in other domains too, e.g., the latent space of a generative adversarial network [51] or a (variational) auto-encoder [52] or the speaker embedding of a voice conversion system [53].

In practice, we implemented the attack using stochastic gradient descent. Processing the optimization population in batches is both necessary (due to constraints on available GPU memory) and advantageous to the speed of convergence (making more update steps requires fewer epochs). Depending on the size of the speaker encoder, we used batches of 64-256 items. We pre-shuffled the stored embeddings to diversify speaker identities within each batch. Choice of the update step \( \lambda \) and the number of epochs depends on the attack configuration. To speed up convergence and parameter choice, we use gradient normalization (with \( L_2 \) and \( L_\infty \) norms). The impact of these parameters is shown in detail in Section V-A.
D. White-Box vs. Black-Box Attacks

Our attack can be run under both white-box and black-box threat models. The white-box attack uses gradients computed by automatic differentiation features in machine learning frameworks. This allows for fast and accurate optimization but is limited to known models operating in a fully differentiable pipeline. In contrast, the black-box attack uses surrogate gradients estimated by querying any model. This leads to a general attack applicable to all pipelines, but requires larger computational cost. We used the natural evolution strategy \([54]\) to estimate the gradient based on a small number of queries with a Gaussian search distribution with antithetic sampling:

\[
\nabla s(w) \approx \nabla E[s(w')] \approx \frac{1}{2s\sigma} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \delta_{i} s(w \pm \sigma \delta_{i})
\]

(16)

\[
\delta_{i} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I)
\]

(17)

\[
s(w) = S(w, F^{*}) : F^{*} \sim F^{o}
\]

(18)

where \(F^{*}\) is a batch sampled from the optimization population.

Such an attack requires fine-tuning of two additional hyperparameters \((s, \sigma)\) but can be effective against various models. We discuss this in more detail in Sections V-E and V-C.

E. Playback simulation

To assess (and improve) robustness to distortions, we include an optional playback simulation step. This step can be included both during evaluation and attack optimization. Let \(\circ\) denote 1D convolution and \((k_{s}, k_{r}, k_{m})\) denote the impulse responses of the speaker, room, and microphone, respectively. The waveform after playback can be computed as:

\[
w' = ((w \circ k_{s}) + n) \circ k_{r} \circ k_{m}
\]

(19)

\[
n \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \alpha I)
\]

(20)

To increase augmentation diversity, we randomize the simulation by sampling the AWGN strength \(\sqrt{\alpha} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 0.025)\) and choosing random kernel combinations from a small database with 4 speakers, 9 rooms and 7 microphones.

F. Multiple Presentation and Coverage Optimization

Due to their imprecise nature, biometric systems often allow for a few authentication attempts before failing back to a PIN or passphrase. This behavior can be exploited and the attacker can craft a sequence of diverse speech samples that maximize the overall success rate. Let \(c\) denote the number of allowed attempts. The attacker can simply generate a set of master voices \(\{w_{c} : c = 1, \ldots, c'\}\), optimized independently as in Eq. (6) based on \(c' \gg c\) randomly chosen seed samples. Finally, the best \(c\) samples \((w_{c_{1}}, \ldots, w_{c_{c}})\) are chosen for the attack.

In our experiments, we simply reuse the optimization population \(U_{o}\) to assess viability of candidate samples. The attacker computes \(B = [b_{c,u}]\), a binary impersonation matrix indicating matching success for the \(c\)-th sample against user \(u \in U_{o}:

\[
B_{c'u \times m} = \begin{bmatrix}
v_{p,\tau}(w_{1}, u_{1}) & \ldots & v_{p,\tau}(w_{1}, u_{m}) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
v_{p,\tau}(w_{c'}, u_{1}) & \ldots & v_{p,\tau}(w_{c'}, u_{m})
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Aggregation along the user dimension yields expected IRs. We hence test two simple strategies:

- naive independent selection takes the top-\(c\) speech samples based on their IR on the entire optimization population, i.e., the \(i\)-th sample is simply:

\[
w_{c_{i}} : c_{i} = \underset{c \in \{c_{1}, \ldots, c_{i-1}\}}{\text{argmax}} \frac{1}{m} \sum_{u \in U_{o}} b_{c_{i},u}
\]

(21)

- complementary selection takes a single best sample step-by-step, each time maximizing the IR on the still uncovered subset of the optimization population, i.e., the \(i\)-th sample is chosen as:

\[
w_{c_{i}} : c_{i} = \underset{c \notin \{c_{0}, \ldots, c_{i-1}\}}{\text{argmax}} \frac{1}{|U_{i}|} \sum_{u \in U_{i}} b_{c_{i},u}
\]

(22)

\[
U_{i} = \begin{cases}
U_{o} \\
U_{i-1} \setminus \{u : v_{p,\tau}(w_{c_{i-1}}, u)\}
\end{cases}
\]

(23)

for \(i = 1\)

An interesting extension of this problem would be to jointly optimize all \(C\) samples. We leave this aspect for future work.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we show our experimental setup and the details of the used datasets, speaker encoders, etc. We explain our model pre-training and calibration, and provide an exhaustive benchmark evaluation of the resulting speaker verification systems, including key aspects of their menagerie analysis.

A. Datasets

We used two public datasets in our work: VoxCeleb \([30]\) and LibriSpeech \([55]\). VoxCeleb \([30]\) is a large, state-of-the-art dataset of human speech composed of two parts: VoxCeleb1 (dev set: 1,221 speakers and 148,642 utterances; test set: 40 speakers and 4,874 utterances) and VoxCeleb2 (dev set: 5,994 speakers and 1,092,009 utterances; test set: 119 speakers and 36,237 utterances). Both parts are fairly gender-balanced (55% and 61% of male speakers, respectively) and feature speakers from various ethnicities, accents, and age groups. Original videos used for speech extraction were shot in a wide range of challenging environments, including red carpet interviews, outdoor stadiums, indoor studios, speeches given to wide range of challenging environments, including red carpet interviews, outdoor stadiums, indoor studios, speeches given to

| Dataset | Partition | Scope | \(|U|\) | \(|A|\) | \(|A|/|U|\) |
|---------|-----------|-------|--------|--------|--------|
| VoxCeleb1-Dev | P1 | SV Train | 1,211 | 148,642 | 122 |
| VoxCeleb1-Test | P2 | SV Eval. | 40 | 4,874 | 122 |
| VoxCeleb2-Dev | P3a | MV Opt. | 1,000 | 50,000 | 50 |
| VoxCeleb2-Dev | P3b | MV Eval. | 1,000 | 100,000 | 100 |
| VoxCeleb2-Dev | P3c | SV Train | 3,994 | 895,664 | 224 |
We divided the VoxCeleb speakers into disjoint partitions (Tab. II). First, we sampled two gender-balanced subsets of 1,000 people for master voice optimization and testing (partitions P3a and P3b, respectively). The remaining 5,205 speakers (P1 and P3c) were used for speaker encoder training. For consistency with standard evaluation methodology, we used the VoxCeleb1 test partition (P2) for speaker encoder benchmarking and calibration. In contrast, LibriSpeech is a clean and transcribed dataset with high-quality recordings of English speakers reading excerpts from audio books in studio conditions, used only in our final voice cloning experiments.

In all experiments, we use single-channel 16-bit audio with 16 kHz sampling rate. The waveforms are normalized to [0,1] and standardized to be 2.58 second long, which is achieved by random cropping (mostly) or zero-padding (occasionally).

B. Speaker Encoders

We used speaker encoders based on various CNN backbones and acoustic representations, including adapted VGG (VGGVox [30]) and ResNet models (ResNet 50 [30] and Thin ResNet [59]) trained on spectrograms, and X-Vector based on filter banks [38]. VGG and ResNet models were adapted from computer vision to spectrogram inputs by replacing the last fully-connected (FC) layer with two layers: a FC one with support in the frequency domain and average pooling with support on the time domain. X-Vector [36] is a TDNN, which allows neurons to receive signals spanning multiple frames. Given a filter bank, the first five layers operate on speech frames, with a time context centered at the current frame. A pooling layer aggregates frame-level outputs and computes mean and standard deviation. Two FC layers aggregate statistics across the time dimension. We used a GhostVLAD pooling layer [39], with 10 clusters plus 2 ghost clusters, on all models.

C. Pre-processing and Training

We trained our speaker encoders from scratch using samples from 5,205 speakers (partitions P1 and P3c). We randomly sampled segments from each of their utterances and standardized the inputs to 2-second clips (by cropping or padding, respectively). No voice activity detection or silence removal was applied. Spectrograms (filter banks) were generated in a sliding window fashion using a Hamming window of width 25ms and step 10ms. We used 512-point (Fast Fourier Transforms) FFTs yielding spectrograms of size $257 \times 200$ and filter banks of size $24 \times 300$ (frequency x temporal). Each acoustic representation was normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of all frequency components in a single time step. The model was trained for classification using Softmax, and served with 32-sized batches. We used the Adam optimizer, with an initial learning rate of 0.001, decreased by a factor of 10 after every 10 epochs, until convergence.

D. Speaker Verification Performance

The pre-trained speaker encoders are deployed in a speaker verification system (Section III-A) by stripping their classification heads. We performed a detailed assessment of open-set speaker verification performance that includes two key aspects:

- **Raw performance**: we test discriminability of speaker embeddings on the standard VoxCeleb1 test pairs (37,720 pairs; partition P2), representing 40 speakers. Based on the collected cosine similarities, we find the ROC and derive common metrics like the area under the curve (AUC) and equal error rate (EER).

- **Deployment performance**: we test speaker verification performance that accounts for the enrollment and scoring strategy. We used a larger population of 1,000 people (partition P3a) with 10 speech samples per person.

The resulting evaluation will be used for threshold calibration - to summarize the behavior we focus on thresholds corresponding to the EER and a 1% false acceptance rate (FAR-1).

The obtained results are summarized in Table III (the extended version is reported in Table A.1 and the corresponding ROC curves are shown in Fig. A.1 under the supplementary material). To enable comparison with related work and investigate the potential gap in typical deployments, we distinguish between evaluation on full audio clips (as performed in the literature) and short utterances only (as used in real deployments). For the latter, we randomly crop a 2.58 second segment. On full-length clips from the standard test set, our models reach EER of $\approx5$-8%, slightly lower than the best reported results ($\approx2.5$-5%) but seems reasonable given our substantially smaller training population. On shorter clips, this deteriorates across all models down to $\approx9$-11%.

Enrollment of multiple samples and using a scoring strategy (tested on short clips only) can significantly improve performance, especially in the low FAR regime. We observed the best results with the avg-10 policy, which is consistent with earlier findings [26]. The any-10 policy was consistently inferior to the use of even a single speaker embedding.

E. Dictionary Attack Implementation Details

We rely on two disjoint populations for master voice optimization (partition P3a) and testing (P3b). Each population contains 1,000 speakers and has 10 speech samples per person. We treat male and female speakers separately since their speech exhibits distinct properties, and leads to differences in verification performance and vulnerability to impersonation attacks. Specifically, a menagerie analysis on the seed utterances included in partition P3a, whose details are reported in Fig. A.2 (supplementary material), showed that female users tend to have a higher average imposter score. This gender-wise difference is further emphasized when we consider the impersonation rates achieved by the same seed voices against

| Speaker Encoder Models and Their Benchmark Performance |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | AUC R² | AUC R² | AUC Any | AUC Avg | EER R² | EER R² | EER Any | EER Avg | FRR @ FAR 1% R² | FRR @ FAR 1% R² |
| VGGVox 1  | 0.95 | 0.98 | 0.90 | 0.93 | 11.8 | 8.9 | 14.5 | 11.3 | 52.1 | 27.0 | 43.2 | 23.2 |
| VGGVox 2  | 0.96 | 0.98 | 0.92 | 0.94 | 9.1 | 5.6 | 14.7 | 11.3 | 37.5 | 18.5 | 39.3 | 20.3 |
| ResNet 50 | 0.96 | 0.98 | 0.92 | 0.94 | 9.5 | 5.2 | 14.0 | 10.8 | 43.7 | 19.9 | 37.6 | 18.6 |
| Thin ResNet | 0.97 | 0.98 | 0.92 | 0.94 | 9.1 | 5.6 | 14.7 | 11.3 | 37.5 | 18.5 | 39.3 | 20.3 |
| X-Vector  | 0.96 | 0.97 | 0.91 | 0.93 | 10.9 | 8.2 | 16.0 | 12.5 | 40.2 | 29.2 | 44.8 | 29.3 |

| Speaker Encoder Models and Their Benchmark Performance |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | AUC R² | AUC R² | AUC Any | AUC Avg | EER R² | EER R² | EER Any | EER Avg | FRR @ FAR 1% R² | FRR @ FAR 1% R² |
| VGGVox 1  | 0.95 | 0.98 | 0.90 | 0.93 | 11.8 | 8.9 | 14.5 | 11.3 | 52.1 | 27.0 | 43.2 | 23.2 |
| VGGVox 2  | 0.96 | 0.98 | 0.92 | 0.94 | 9.1 | 5.6 | 14.7 | 11.3 | 37.5 | 18.5 | 39.3 | 20.3 |
| ResNet 50 | 0.96 | 0.98 | 0.92 | 0.94 | 9.5 | 5.2 | 14.0 | 10.8 | 43.7 | 19.9 | 37.6 | 18.6 |
| Thin ResNet | 0.97 | 0.98 | 0.92 | 0.94 | 9.1 | 5.6 | 14.7 | 11.3 | 37.5 | 18.5 | 39.3 | 20.3 |
| X-Vector  | 0.96 | 0.97 | 0.91 | 0.93 | 10.9 | 8.2 | 16.0 | 12.5 | 40.2 | 29.2 | 44.8 | 29.3 |
users from the two genders. Fig. A.3 (supplementary material) shows that female users tend to be impersonated more, even under the most secure setting (avg-10, raw far-1 threshold). VGGVox and X-Vector are the least secure systems and exhibit the largest difference in the maximum IR between genders.

The optimization process starts with a seed sample. We randomly sampled 100 seeds for both male and female speakers from P3a. While this step could also possibly be exploited to further improve IRs, we opted for fully random selection to simplify the experiments and rely on a single set of seed voices regardless of the target model. The way seed voices are used differs among the attacks. When optimizing waveforms or acoustic representations, we start with the full content of a seed sample for the target gender. For other attacks, e.g., based on voice cloning, we used seed samples to initialize speaker embeddings that condition the generator. Based on the adopted representation and capabilities of the synthesis model, seed samples may not be needed.

During the attack, the speaker encoder operates in a configuration which compares the current attack sample with a batch of samples from the optimization population. We shuffle samples from various users to promote speaker diversity within each batch. After each batch, we normalize the gradients and apply the update. Using stochastic gradient descent is beneficial and leads to significant reduction of optimization time (fewer passes over the entire population, compared with gradient accumulation). We used batches of 64-256 samples, based on the model size and GPU memory (single RTX 8000 GPU).

To monitor the optimization progress, we track IRs for a single scoring strategy after each epoch (any-10, raw far-1 threshold). At this stage, we stay with the adopted representation. If applicable, we return to the waveform domain (e.g., Griffin-Lim inversion) after optimization ends. We then test speaker verification performance and compare IRs for seed-master voice samples. We initially compare various enrollment policies and decision thresholds, but then focus on one representative configuration.

V. Evaluation of the Proposed Attack

In this section, we perform a detailed evaluation of the proposed attack. First, we compare two speech representation domains (waveforms and spectrograms) and investigate the impact of attack and speaker verification settings. The following experiments focus on a single system configuration (avg-10, raw far-1 threshold) and address playback simulation, threat models (white-box vs. black-box) and transferability. We then show efficacy of our attack in a challenging setup with black-box access to a voice cloning system able to generate master voices with arbitrary content. Finally, we consider coverage experiments with multiple presentation attempts.

A. Impact of Attack and Verification Settings

We first explore the impact of attack and speaker verification settings and measure the success (impersonation) rates. We target the VGGVox encoder and consider various scoring strategies and threshold settings. We consider representative attack variations including optimization in the spectrum and waveform domains and with different update steps, including both $L_2$ and $L_\infty$ normalization and various step sizes $\lambda$ (for the $L_\infty$ variant with budget $\epsilon$, we use steps size $\lambda = \epsilon$ to allow for more flexibility).

Fig. 2 shows how the female IR changes with successive epochs (passes over the entire population) for various step sizes ($\lambda$). Successive columns correspond to spectrum optimization with $L_2$ gradient normalization (1st column), and waveform optimization with $L_2$ (2nd) and $L_\infty$ normalization (3rd). We can observe that our attack is highly effective - it significantly improves IRs across various settings and transfers well between user populations. For the monitored any-10 policy, the average impersonation rate on the unseen population increases from 7% to $\approx 66\%$. Convergence rates vary with step size, but the attack saturates at a comparable level. $L_\infty$ tends to converge faster than $L_2$, but reaches lower success rates across all distortion levels (see column 4).

While at the time of the attack waveform and spectrogram optimization seem to reach similar IRs, the latter requires spectrogram inversion to yield an adversarial waveform (we used the Griffin-Lim algorithm). While the attack still works, it operates at a significantly reduced efficacy (down to $\approx 20 - 30\%$ in this experiment) and suffers from reduction of audio fidelity (see the significant gap in Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality PESQ [56] scores in column 4; higher scores for higher audio fidelity). We also visually compare the character of adversarial distortions in Fig. 3. Top rows depict 2 pairs of seed-master voice samples got with waveform optimization, and bottom rows depict 2 pairs of seed-master voice samples got with spectrum optimization. Waveform optimization affects a wider and higher range of frequencies.

In Tab. IV, we summarize IRs obtained for both female and male populations across several enrollment policies and decision thresholds. For clarity, we report only one set of master voice samples which corresponds to a good trade-off between efficacy and audio fidelity. Our attack is effective regardless of system configuration and achieves non-trivial matching rates even in the most restrictive setting. At a far-1 threshold calibrated for the avg-10 policy, our master voice samples still impersonate 69% of females and 38% of males in a population unknown to the attacker.

Based on these results, in subsequent experiments we will restrict our attention to waveform-based attacks with $L_2$ gra-

| TABLE IV | AVERAGE IRs FOR SEED VOICES (SV) AND MASTER VOICES (MV) FOR VARIOUS SETTINGS SCORING STRATEGIES. |
|-----------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
|           | waveform optimization | spectrum optimization |           | waveform optimization | spectrum optimization |           | waveform optimization | spectrum optimization |           | waveform optimization | spectrum optimization |
|           | female | male | female | male | female | male | female | male | female | male | female | male |
| any, \(\tau:far\) | 7.3 | 66.9 | 2.1 | 21.2 | 7.3 | 67.9 | 2.2 | 23.2 | 7.3 | 66.9 | 2.1 | 21.2 | 7.3 | 67.9 | 2.2 | 23.2 |
| any, \(\tau:far\) | 7.3 | 67.0 | 2.0 | 21.2 | 7.2 | 28.1 | 2.1 | 5.7 | 7.3 | 67.0 | 2.0 | 21.2 | 7.2 | 28.1 | 2.1 | 5.7 |
| any, \(\tau:eer\) | 37.5 | 96.1 | 17.1 | 91.7 | 37.6 | 74.5 | 13.9 | 39.8 | 37.5 | 96.1 | 17.1 | 91.7 | 37.6 | 74.5 | 13.9 | 39.8 |
| avg, \(\tau:far\) | 6.9 | 84.7 | 1.6 | 63.3 | 6.7 | 37.7 | 1.7 | 10.7 | 6.7 | 37.7 | 1.7 | 10.7 | 6.7 | 37.7 | 1.7 | 10.7 |
| avg, \(\tau:far\) | 2.4 | 69.5 | 0.4 | 38.0 | 2.5 | 19.4 | 0.5 | 3.5 | 2.5 | 19.4 | 0.5 | 3.5 | 2.5 | 19.4 | 0.5 | 3.5 |
| avg, \(\tau:eer\) | 32.3 | 96.7 | 13.0 | 97.1 | 32.0 | 74.7 | 13.9 | 39.8 | 32.0 | 74.7 | 13.9 | 39.8 | 32.0 | 74.7 | 13.9 | 39.8 |

1 optimization-time measurements without spectrogram inversion
2 attack with good performance at a low distortion level
Fig. 2. Changes in IR (any-10 policy using raw far-1 threshold) at successive optimization steps: (1st col.) spectrogram optimization; (2nd col.) waveform optimization with updates based on $L_2$-normalized gradient; (3rd col.) waveform optimization with a $L_\infty$ constraint and binarized gradient; trade-off between attack success (impersonation) rate and distortion (PESQ).

Fig. 3. Visualization of frequencies affected by the attack when optimizing the waveform (top 2 rows) and the spectrogram (bottom 2 rows); for the latter, we re-compute the spectrum from a reconstructed adversarial waveform.

different normalization and to speaker verification based on the avg-10 policy operating at a raw far-1 threshold.

B. Experiments with Playback Simulation

To test robustness of our attack to various distortions, we implemented playback simulation, which combines additive Gaussian noise with characteristics of a speaker, microphone, and surrounding environment (Section III-E). The simulation can be included both at testing and optimization time - assuming the representation domain precedes playback (e.g., waveform or speaker embedding in synthesis systems). We therefore experiment with waveform optimization and assess the impact of the distortion at each of the mentioned stages.

In the following description, we use the terms standard and augmented optimization to indicate presence of playback. We randomly choose playback settings (noise strength, impulse response) for each batch. Apart from this, we follow the same experimental setup as before, i.e., we vary step size $\lambda$ and measure IRs at various distortion levels. We show the obtained results in Fig. 4. The top row illustrates the trade-off between master voice IR and speech fidelity (PESQ). We can observe
that without augmented optimization, test-time playback (solid lines) renders adversarial waveforms nearly ineffective. The attack success rate can still increase somewhat, despite obvious saturation (or even rebound) during a standard test.

Augmentation leads to much more robust adversarial examples that achieve similar success rates with(out) playback (see solid vs. dotted lines of the same color). It leads to larger distortion, but does not obviously alter which frequencies are affected (Fig. 5). In both cases, the distortion tends to be the strongest in the middle of the sample. When audible, it sounds like a hissing modulated noise that does not interfere with the spoken content or the perceived identity of the speaker.

C. White-box vs Black-box Attacks

Previous experiments relied on full gradients provided by automatic differentiation features in Tensorflow. While this leads to an effective attack, it is inflexible and often even impractical - due to either lack of knowledge or excessive implementation time to make everything fully differentiable. We hence switch to black-box optimization with gradients estimated by NES (Section III-D) from a similarity score returned by the speaker verification system. Based on preliminary experiments on a small grid of feasible values, we set NES parameters to $s = 100$ samples and $\sigma = 0.001$. Due to large increase in computational requirements, we use a single step size $\lambda = 0.01$ and limit the number of epochs to 1.

Fig. 6 compares white-box and black-box optimization for VGGVox (left) and shows black-box results for X-Vector which uses non-differentiable filter-banks as its acoustic representation (right). In both cases, our black-box attack reaches IRs of 47% for X-Vector and 59% for VGGVox (white-box attack at a comparable distortion reached 85%). Compared to white-box optimization, the black-box attack uniformly affected all frequencies at all times (Fig. 7).

D. Experiments with Transferability

We then test master voice transferability between speaker encoders: ResNet 50, Thin ResNet, VGGVox (all based on spectrograms) and X-Vector (based on filter banks). We used waveform optimization in the white-box setting and fall back to black-box NES updates for X-Vector. We test all combinations of playback simulation (optimization and testing time).

We collected results in Tab. V (female speakers). In general, waveform optimization does not lead to transferable master voices. The obtained adversarial speech relies on carefully crafted noise (see Fig. 5) and not on changes in speaker characteristics. Playback simulation in augmented training does provide a small but consistent improvement in transferability, but insufficient for an effective attack.

E. Experiments with Voice Cloning

Optimization in the waveform domain leads to highly effective adversarial speech samples (reaching even up to 85% IR) that can be made robust to various distortions via playback simulation. However, the optimization learns to embed carefully crafted noise that does not change the content or speaker identity and generally does not transfer between encoder architectures. In this section, we take advantage of the flexibility of our attack and experiment with a more compact, disentangled representation - we investigate optimization of the speaker embedding in a complex voice cloning system.

We used an open source system [50] that generates speech based on a text prompt and a 256-d speaker embedding. The system uses Tacotron [58] for waveform synthesis, WaveRNN [59] as a vocoder, and an LSTM-based encoder [34]. All models are implemented in PyTorch, and we integrated the system with our Tensorflow-based attack framework via a simple black-box API that exposes two functions:

- get_speaker_embedding(speech_sample)
- generate_speech(text, speaker_embedding, max_len)
The generated output is stochastic and exhibits variations in sound and length of the waveforms. As a result, it represents a realistic and challenging attack scenario.

We fixed the text prompt to "The assistant is triggered by saying hey google" and use NES to evolve the speaker embedding, initialized from a seed voice by the black box speaker encoder $E'$. Based on preliminary experiments, we set NES parameters to $n = 50$, $\sigma = 0.025$ and step size to $\lambda = 0.1$. We also clip the embedding to stay within the expected domain of $[0, 1]^{256}$ and normalize the length of the output waveforms to 2.58 seconds. The cloning system was trained using LibriSpeech [60], so we conduct our experiments on this dataset as well. On VoxCeleb, we used the same setup as before. On LibriSpeech, we used a popular subset train-clean-100 with 250 speakers which we split into two disjoint populations (optimization and testing) with 100 people each with equal balance between genders. We randomly chose 10 samples per speaker both for optimization and for enrollment into the verification system. Due to much larger computational footprint, we repeat the attack based on 25 seed samples and run the attack for 15 (or 10) epochs for the LibriSpeech (VoxCeleb) datasets, respectively. We target the VGGVox and X-Vector encoders and assess transferability.

We show the obtained results in Fig. 8. The left column shows attack progress for male and female speakers along with top and bottom percentiles (90-th and 10-th, respectively) of the observed impersonation rates (on the unseen test population). Despite the randomness of the generation and large variations in numbers, our attack consistently increases IRs for both male and female speakers, although the effect is significantly stronger for the latter. We compare the initial and final IRs using scatter plots (columns 2-5) for all considered speaker encoders. Each row corresponds to one targeted model (VGGVox or X-Vector) and successive columns correspond to different test models and demonstrate transferability of the obtained samples. On the small LibriSpeech dataset (1st row) master voices optimized using VGGVox successfully transferred across all encoders. Again, the effect depends on the gender and tends to be much stronger for female speakers. On VoxCeleb the results are similar with the exception of male speakers tested on X-Vector (which surprisingly has a strong negative effect). Targeting X-Vector yielded much more effective, but generally non-transferable master voice samples - although for female speakers a weak effect seems to exist. We summarize the average impersonation rates in Tab. VI.

In contrast to waveform optimization, the attack does not result in obvious adversarial artifacts and appears to genuinely adapt the speaker characteristics (see spectrograms in Fig. 9). This may explain improved transferability between speaker encoders (Tab. VI and Fig. 8) and appears to match cross-system biometric menagerie evaluation. We assessed correlations of intrinsic impersonation rates between all systems as a further validation (see Fig. A.4 in supplementary materials).

F. Experiments with Multiple Presentation Attempts

We finally evaluated seed and master voices in a setting where the speaker verification system allows users to do more
TABLE VI
TRANSFERABILITY OF MASTER VOICES OBTAINED WITH VOICE-CLONING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>seed voice</th>
<th>master voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R50</td>
<td>TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LibriSpeech) far-1 calibrated on raw embedding similarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG (female)</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG (male)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(VoxCeleb) far-1 calibrated on raw embedding similarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG (female)</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG (male)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(VoxCeleb) far-1 calibrated on raw embedding similarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-vector (female)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-vector (male)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Spectrograms of two pairs of seed and master voice samples obtained with voice cloning; the attack adapts the speaker characteristics and does not in result in tailored adversarial noise.

than one attempt (we used with $c = 5$ allowed attempts). We tested two simple strategies (see Section III-F): naive independent selection (ind), and complementary selection (comp). To obtain more stable results, a strategy was repeated 100 times, each on a different subset of the seed/master voice population composed by 75% of randomly sampled users (results were averaged). We compared the two strategies against a random selection (rand). Due to their high impersonation power and transferability, we focus on master voice examples optimized (with playback) for the speaker embedding in a voice cloning system, targeting VGGVox (see Section V-E).

We collected the results for VGGVox in Fig. 10 for each gender separately (first two rows) and for a setting where we assume the attacker does not know the victim’s gender (third row). In general, a complementary selection on master voices leads to the highest overall and cross-attempt IRs, except for X-Vector. The adversarial speech relies on carefully crafted perturbations targeting a CNN-like architecture (VGGVox), and those perturbations might not be comparably effective on a different type of encoder architecture (X-Vector is a TDNN based on filter banks; the others are CNN based on spectrograms). This is confirmed also by a transferability analysis in Fig. A.4 (supplementary material), which shows that FARs and IRs for seed utterances tend to not transfer between CNN-like encoders and X-Vector. The explored selections obtain substantial gains for the male speakers, often doubling the IR of the best seed setting at that attempt. These two strategies also allow to improve transferability against Thin ResNet and ResNet 50. Similar observations were made while targeting X-Vector during optimization (Fig. A.5 supplementary material).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed dictionary attacks against speaker verification, a novel attack vector which aims to match a large fraction of user population by pure chance. In contrast to well known spoofing attacks that target one specific individual, our attack aims to exploit the biometric menagerie property - an inherent diversity in matching propensity/susceptibility across different people. Our approach is general and can be applied in various domains, including waveforms, acoustic representations or even speaker embeddings in voice synthesis systems. We tested several different speaker encoder architectures and considered both white-box and black-box threat models.

We performed the first comprehensive evaluation of dictionary attacks against deep learning based speaker verification systems. The key conclusions from our work are as follows:

1) Speech appears to be susceptible to dictionary attacks. We were able to consistently and significantly increase IRs for all considered speaker encoders. Even for the most restrictive threshold (far-1 calibrated for the avg-10 scoring strategy we were able to craft adversarial waveforms matching 69% of females and 38% of males in a population of 1,000 people (Tab. IV). 2) Susceptibility to the attack can vary significantly across genders. We consistently observed much larger IRs for female speakers. The cause of this discrepancy is not clear. Our training set was only slightly imbalanced (64% of male speakers) and recent studies found only weak impact of gender balance on the overall error rates even for more unbalanced settings [61]. Further investigation of this aspect is needed.

3) Adversarial optimization driven by raw embedding similarity on a proxy population is a simple and effective attack strategy (e.g., it does not depend on configuration details, such as enrollment policy or decision threshold). The attack works well across speech representations (waveform, spectrogram, speaker embedding) in white- and black-box threat models. In a challenging scenario, our black box attack based on NES was highly effective even when targeting a complex black-box voice cloning system with highly variable output (Section V-E).

4) Our attack transfers seamlessly across user populations but not necessarily across genders. We did not observe any notable differences in IRs between the test and optimization populations. Male and female speech tend...
to have different characteristics and aiming to target both appears to be ineffective. We obtained best results when seed and target genders match.

5) Choice of speech representation has crucial impact on the attack. Optimization in the waveform and spectrogram domains leads to adversarial samples with crafted noise. Despite being very effective against the targeted model, it does not transfer between encoder architectures. Optimization of the speaker embedding in voice cloning led to a less effective but transferable attack.

Our results indicate that dictionary attacks could be a serious threat to speaker verification. That being said, our study still has several limitations that warrant further research. While we tested multiple speaker encoders based on two different acoustic representations, all of them were deep neural networks with a feed-forward convolutional architecture. Further work is needed to account for both emerging novel architectures (e.g., S-vectors based on transformers [62]) as well as established classic approaches (e.g., GMM-UBM [24] or I-Vectors [25]).

The second main limitation of our current attack is the need for validation in a real over-the-air setting. So far, we relied on playback simulation which reveals that the signal distortion introduced by the channel can most likely be dealt with by means of augmented training. However, attacking real deployments will also need to address other factors, e.g., temporal shifts stemming from unknown start and duration of the sample. Ultimately, both the feasibility of the attack and applicability of various potential countermeasures, will come down to the root cause of the vulnerability. While noise-based adversarial samples will be difficult to use in practice (e.g., due to unknown model architecture or the need to perform real-time adversarial optimization in a challenge-response regime), identity-based samples could potentially scale quite easily (e.g., with pre-computed master embeddings used in a real time voice conversion system). Given the observed transferability of master voice samples obtained with voice cloning, it will be interesting to explore other speech representations and generators, such as disentangled representations [52] and voice conversion systems [53].

If our attack will become a viable threat vector, further work will be needed to devise countermeasures (e.g., by deploying an additional background population that reveals mass impersonation capabilities of the given sample). Overall, we believe our work will ultimately lead to a better understanding of the speech modality and more secure human-computer interaction.

Reproducibility. Source code and models will be made publicly available for research purposes upon acceptance.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

This paper includes the supplementary material accompanying the paper entitled *Dictionary Attacks on Speaker Verification*. Specifically, this paper includes the following five additional figures / tables:

- The benchmark performance of the considered speaker encoders in terms of area under the ROC curve (AUC), equal error rate (EER), false rejection rate (FRR) under a raw false acceptance rate (FAR) of 1%, and verification thresholds.
- The receiver operation characteristics (ROC) curve of the speaker encoders considered in our study, including both raw discriminability of the embeddings and final performance that accounts for the enrollment and verification policy.
- For each speaker encoder, a menagerie analysis plot; each point represents a user, defined by their own average imposter score (when matched with others) and the average genuine score (when matched with others of their own examples).
- A ranking of all seed utterances according to their impersonation rate against male and female users, with utterances sorted by left to right based on an increasing impersonation rate.
- The utterance susceptibility of achieving high impersonation rates across speaker encoders, computed as the Spearman correlation between the false acceptance rates (FARs) raised by the utterance between two speaker encoders.
- Impersonation rates of seed and master voices under multiple presentation attempts ($n = 5$) in the black-box attack based on NES against the X-Vector speaker encoder, under an avg-10 enrolment/verification policy with a raw far-1 threshold.
- Example sets of seed and master voiced obtained through our optimization approach. The sets can be downloaded at [https://bit.ly/TIFS-MV-SETS](https://bit.ly/TIFS-MV-SETS). Full information regarding the parameter settings adopted to obtain the included master voices are reported in the README file within the sets folder.

### TABLE A.1
EXTENDED BENCHMARK PERFORMANCE FOR SPEAKER ENCODERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A (k)</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>EER</th>
<th>EER Threshold</th>
<th>FRR @ FAR1%</th>
<th>FAR Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw$^1$</td>
<td>Raw$^2$</td>
<td>Any-10</td>
<td>Avg-10</td>
<td>Raw$^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VggVox S (256)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>11.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet 50 S (256)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin ResNet S (256)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>9.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVector F (256)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>10.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*acoustic representations of size $k$: (S) spectrogram; (F) filter banks; $^1$ tested 2.58 seconds; $^2$ tested on full-length

![Fig. A.1](image1.png)

**Fig. A.1.** Receiver operation characteristics of the considered speaker encoders. We include both raw discriminability of the embeddings and final performance accounting for the enrollment and verification policy. It can be observed that the avg policy leads to a more secure system in the low FAR regime.
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**Fig. A.2.** For each speaker encoder, a menagerie analysis plot. Each point in a plot represents a user, defined by their own average imposter score (when matched with other people) and the average genuine score (when matched with others of their own examples). For both the x- and y-axis, the two dashed lines indicate the 25% and 75% percentile. It should be noted that female users tend to have a higher average imposter score. The range of similarity scores is small, therefore even small differences in these average scores can determine highly important differences in impersonation rates between the genders.
Fig. A.3. For each speaker encoder, a ranking of all seed utterances according to their Impersonation Rate (IRs) against male (blue) and female (pink) users, under avg-10 enrolment/verification policy with a raw far-1 threshold. Utterances are sorted by left to right based on an increasing IR. The higher the IRs, the more the utterance tends to match users. It should be noted that female users tend to be impersonated more. VGGVox and X-Vector exhibit the larger difference in the maximum IR between genders and represent the least secure system.

Fig. A.4. On the left (a) and (b), Spearman correlation respectively between the female and male False Acceptance Rates (FARs) raised by a given seed utterance between two speaker encoders, under an avg-10 enrolment and verification policy with a raw far-1 threshold. The higher the correlation, the more the same users end up being impersonated consistently between encoders. It should be noted that FARs and IRs tend to not transfer between CNN-like encoders and X-Vector.

Fig. A.5. Impersonation rates of seed and master voices under multiple presentation attempts (n=5) in the black-box attack based on NES against the X-vector speaker verification system, under an avg-10 enrolment/verification policy with a raw far-1 threshold. It should be noted that master voice samples appear to generalize well across populations within X-vector and to transfer well to VGGVox. Transferability performance for the other systems is lower than for the former, though the master voice samples still lead to significantly higher impersonation rates than seed voice examples.